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Reading: Literature/Informational Text T3T2T1

Knows and applies grade level phonics and word

analysis skills in decoding words

Reads with sufficient accuracy and fluency to

support comprehension

Asks and answers questions to demonstrate

understanding of key details in a text

Determine the main idea or central message,

lesson, or moral of a text

Compares and contrasts the key ideas from two

texts in fiction and nonfiction

Identifies the author’s purpose of a text

Proficiently reads and comprehends second

grade texts from a variety of genres and

perspectives

Language T3T2T1

Uses learned spelling patterns for phonetically

regular and high-frequency words

Uses strategies to determine the meaning of

grade level words and phrases

Demonstrates command of conventions of

standard English grammar in speaking and

writing

Demonstrates command of capitalization and

punctuation in writing

Writing T3T2T1

Produces writing appropriate to task, purpose,

and audience (including narrative, opinion and

informational texts)

Strengthens writing as needed by adding,

revising, and editing, based on feedback

Participates in shared research and writing

projects

Speaking and Listening T3T2T1

Describes topics and events with relevant details

expressing ideas and feelings clearly while using

appropriate vocabulary

History/Social Studies: Geography T3T2T1

Identifies and describes locations on a variety of

maps using the appropriate features of a map

Uses a map to locate Earth’s continents, oceans,

and major physical features

Describes how geography impacts the life of

people living in a region

History/Social Studies: Civics & Government T3T2T1

Explains the characteristics that make up a

country

Compares and explains the relationship between

producers, consumers, goods, and services

History/Social Studies: History & Culture T3T2T1

Discusses how land, language, culture, and

available resources impact how people live in or

move to one region or another

Math: Operations and Algebraic Thinking T3T2T1

Uses addition strategies to solve story problems

up to 100

Uses subtraction strategies to solve story

problems up to 100

Fluently adds within 20

Fluently subtracts within 20

Math: Number and Operations in Base Ten T3T2T1

Counts, reads and shows numbers to 1,000

Understands 3 digit numbers as hundreds, tens

and ones

Compares 3 digit numbers

Uses place value properties to solve addition

problems up to 3 digits

Uses place value properties to solve subtraction

problems up to 3 digits

Math: Measurement and Data T3T2T1

Tells and writes time to the nearest 5 minutes

Solves word problems involving dollars,

quarters, dimes, nickels, and pennies using $ and

¢ symbols appropriately up to $10

Measures lengths in standard units

Represents and interprets data on bar graphs, line

plots and pictographs

Math: Geometry T3T2T1

Recognizes and draws 2-D and 3-D shapes with

attributes such as angles and sides and faces

Science: Earth & Space Science T3T2T1

Explains how wind and water can change the

shape of the landscape; compares solutions to

slow or prevent that change.

Maps and describes Earth’s landforms and

bodies of water.

Science: Life Science T3T2T1

Model and compare how plants and animals

depend on and adapt to their surroundings.
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Science: Physical Science T3T2T1

Investigates and analyzes evidence related to

properties of matter (color, texture, weight).

Citing evidence, explain how some changes

caused by heating or cooling can be reversed and

some cannot.

Conduct experiments to determine how friction

affects the temperature and speed of objects.

Science: Technology & Engineering T3T2T1

Analyzes the strengths and weaknesses of two

design solutions for the same engineering

problem.

Work Habits T3T2T1

Is attentive

Follows directions

Stays on task and completes activities

Demonstrates organizational skills

Works neatly and carefully

Completes and returns homework

Social Skills/Behavior T3T2T1

Shows kindness and consideration of others

Follows classroom and school rules

Works cooperatively

Demonstrates self-discipline

Visual Arts T3T2T1

Demonstrates craftsmanship in artwork through

neatness, level of care, complexity, and

controlled use of materials

Demonstrates an awareness for safe, confident,

cooperative behavior with art materials and use

of class time

Music T3T2T1

Demonstrates the ability to sing simple melodies

accurately and in tune, using an age-appropriate,

healthy tone

Demonstrates the ability to understand, create,

and perform using simple rhythmic notation

Demonstrates the ability to understand, describe,

and respond to basic elements of music using

appropriate musical terminology

Demonstrates safe, cooperative, and responsible

behavior with instructional materials and class

time.

Physical Education and Health T3T2T1

Demonstrates comprehensive physical education

skills and practices for grade level

Demonstrates appropriate motor and movement

skills for specific units taught

Demonstrates safe, cooperative, and responsible

behavior during physical activities


